A BRIEF NOTE ON THE COINS ACQUIRED
1.   Lot No. 8/86.
The State Museum acquired a lot of 14 silver coins from Gullakota village, Velgatoor Mandal,
Karimnagar District. The coins represent two Mughal emperors namely Shah Jahan and Auraagzcb
Alamgir.
2    Lot No. 9/86.
This lot consists of 11 silver coins of two Asaf Jahi rulers viz., Nawab Mir Mahboob Ali Khan, Asaf
Jah VI and Nawab Mir Osman Aii Khan, Asaf Jah VII. This T. T. has bica ] received from Mannanur
village, Amrabad Mandal, Mahboobnagar District.
3.	Lot No. 11/86.
Seven hundred and thirty silver one rupee coins have been received as Treasure Trove from Palcm
village, Bijnapally Mandal, Mahboobnagar District. The coins of this T, T. are machine mads belong-
ing to the Asaf Jahi rulers viz., Nawab Mir Mahboob Ali Khan, Asaf Jah VI and Nawab Mir Osrnan Ali
Khan, Asaf Jah VII.
4.	Lot No. 12/86.
This lot consists of only 6 copper coins received from Inugurthy village, Kesamudram Mandal
Warangal District. These coins represent two kings, viz., Ahmad Shah BahamaAi and Muhammad
Shah Bin Humayun Shah Bahamarii.
5.	Lot No. 14/86.
Five hundred and sixty seven gold coins of two sizes have been found as Treasure Trove near
Padmakshi temple, Hanmakonda Mandal, Warangal District. The big size coins are thin and cup-
shaped. On the obverse, we find punches of padma, lion, a legend in two lines or single line anil also
the letter "Sri" either single or in double. In the centre we find the boar symbol surmounted by the sun
and the moon. This is the royal insignia of the Kakatiyas who ruled the central Deccan and the
coastal Andhra between llth - 13th century A,D,
Hither-to we know only two types of legends on the Kakatiya coins as "Daya Gaja 1 csari" or
• Raya Gaja Kesari". In this lot coming from Hanamkonda, Warangal we find several other names not
known to numismatic world but rarely occuring in the inscriptions of the Kakatiya period. Some of these
names are probably mere titles held by some of the Kakatiya rulers and in some cases they represent the
titles of ^the Kakatiya feudatories. We find the names of Subhata Narayana, Mandalika Kesari and
Ahita Gaja Kesari. We also found a few Ghalukyan coins of'Luka Rama" which should be read as Chalukya
Rama, The smaller type of coins also belong to Kakatiya rulers mainly, a few to the Chalukyan period.
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